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1- Introduction

The nuclear power is expected to become a supply able to cover a significant part of the
world energetic demand in the future. But its big disadvantage, the risk of the spent nuclear fuel,
has to be solved.

AU the spent fuel is under the ,,green power pressure" at present considered as waste in most
of states that are operating nuclear power plants. Moreover, if they accept a frequent public demand
not to transport these wastes abroad and not to accept foreign waste on their territory they come to
the problem which is not soluble within a small nuclear economy and they come to a blind street
inevitably leading to a technically false concept that all the spent nuclear fuel is a waste which
should be finally disposed of.

On the other hand, we should see that the radiotoxicity and appropriate risk of the spent
nuclear fuel comes from two groups of isotopes which perform only about 3% of the spent fuel:

• fission products,

• transuranium elements.

This suggests an idea of spent fuel separation. Except a great amount of exploitable uranium we
would gain transurania which can be also fissioned (transmuted) to gain some energy as well as to
decrease their risk. The real waste of separation would be only a small amount of the fission
products which is usually not considered to be used. If we disposed of them only we would
decrease the disposed volume and mass many times as well as the disposing prices.

The aim of this paper is to make simple estimates of the upper limits of amounts of the most
dangerous spent fuel components and their compounds produced in Czech Republic until 2040. Our
estimates are independent on particular type of reactor (only on its power) and so they can be
carried out for any nuclear fuel cycle.

2. Some Fissile Isotopes and Fission Products Properties

It is well known that some isotopes of heavy elements from the end of the Mendeleyev table
are fissile (if not by thermal neutrons than by fast ones) and so they are a source of energy. These
are:

233Ui 23 5 u > 2 3 8 u > 237N p ( 239pu> 240pu> 240p u > 242pu> 241 ̂  2 4 2 ^ 2 4 3 A m ( 1 j

There are whole series of further as Th, Cm, Cf but for the first considerations it is enough
to take into account only limited choice.

We shall remind you of some basic facts from the nuclear physics from which we can derive
the upper estimate of the fission waste amount independently on the particular type of reactor and
fuel, as well as the demands for the storage capacities:
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1) Fission Energy
The fission energies of the series (1) elements differ within several percent only, as

suggested by table No. 1:

Element
233U
235U

239pu

24,pu

fission energy Qf
190.0±0.5[MeV]
192.9±0.5[MeV]
198.5±0.8[MeV]
200.3 ±0.8[MeV]

Table 1. Fission energies.

2) The Medium-and Long-living Fission Products

The fission product yields of the above mentioned heavy nuclei are shown in the appendix [1], as
they were taken from the internet address:

http://ie.lbl.gov/fission.html

There are about fourteen pages of fission products for each fissionable isotope. If we go
through this nearly whole Mendeleyev table-we come to these categories:

[i] Short-time living isotopes. These isotopes are out of our focus because most of their activity
decays during the cooling of the spent fuel (about 4 years after the end of the fuel
exploitation in reactor).

[ii] Isotopes with half-life time about thirty years with typical representatives ^Sr and 137Cs
which are very dangerous because they or their daughter products emit high-energy P and y
rays and they can be accumulated in human body,

[iii] Isotopes with very long half-life time which produce low-energy (} rays during their
radioactive decay. The question of their danger is not easy to answer because their activities
are comparable with the natural background. I29I and "Tc are representatives of these
isotopes. So these isotopes'should be a subject of further study from this point of view.

This preliminary conclusion should be confirmed through the more detailed fission
products analyses done by nuclear medicine and chemical specialists.

element
suSr
'°'Cs

a*Tc

T1/2[years]
28.6

30.17
15.7 • 10°
213- 10J

Table 2. Half life time of the chosen fission products.

3) Fission Product Yields

The amount of particular isotope generated at fission can be calculated using the knowledge
of its fission yield. The most important yields are Direct Yield and Cumulative Yield. The Direct
Yield determines the average number of daughter nuclei of the isotope born directly by fission of
100 heavy nuclei (of uranium for example). The Cumulative Yield performs a number of the
appropriate isotope nuclei born either directly by the fission of 100 heavy nuclei and either by the
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case of isotopes, which are not produced by the fission directly very often, but are born at
radioactive decay of some fission fragment or at decay of some other isotope of fragment decay
chain.

The upper estimates of the studied fission products' cumulative yields are:

Element
235U
238U

237Np
239pu

240pu

241 Pu
242pu

241Am
242Am
243Am

Fission products cumulative yields yc[%]

^Sr

5.78

3.34

3.44

2.10

1.84

1.54

1.24

1.37

1.38

1.14

^ c

6.11

6.23

6.61

6.21

5.97

5.96

6.00

6.62

5.35

5.02

129.

0.60

0.62

0.97

1.37

1.35

0.82

0.97

1.36

1.47

1.21

137Cs

6.19

6.00

6.18

6.61

6.56

6.65

6.72

6.41

6.14

6.29

Table 3. Fission products yields.

4) The Fissile Fuel Reactions

There are two basic nuclear reactions of the fissile elements with neutrons:

fission and capture.

All elements arising from the neutron capture are also heavy elements which can, too, be
fissioned to gain energy. That is why it is recommendable to take them as raw material and reduce
their danger by this way as much as possible. The problem is that we still do not know how to do it
technologically - i.e. how to construct a cheap machine doing it.

For these reasons we consider only fission products which do not represent any energy
source (neglecting the radioactive decay heat), as a real waste in this text. The potential danger
they perform separated from the spent fuel can be estimated easily.

3. Estimates of Some Fission Product Amounts Produced in Czech Republic until 2040

Czech Republic has been operating one nuclear power plant, Dukovany, since 1985. It is
equipped by 4 VVER-440 reactors. Their life-times are 35 years. The second plant, Temelin, is
planned to start operating in 2001. It is equipped with two VVER-1000 reactors with life-times of
40 years. This paper deals with fission product amounts produced by these plants until 2040. That
is why all the calculations carried out here refer to that year.
Let us try to estimate the upper limits of amounts of some elements produced by fission during the
entire work of one 440MWe unit (of Dukovany) considering the energy conservation law. It is
obvious that the amount of produced energy determines the number of fissioned heavy nuclei.
Using the knowledge of the mentioned fission product yields we can come to the required results.
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These presumptions were considered:

• Due to the fact we look for the upper estimate of fission product amounts we consider the
smallest Qf (corresponding to the isotope 3U).

• Although the main fission source of the traditional fuel cycle is ^ U , more realistic
assumption, reflecting the neutron capture leading to the fissile plutonium production at reactor, are
three fissions of a 5U per one fission of 239Pu. The values of cumulative yields, denoted asy , reflect
this. They were calculated as weighted averages of the values fiom the table No.3. The influence of
other transuranium elements such as Am was neglected due to their small amount in considered
type of reactors.

Produced energy can be calculated:

EL= L-P, = L P e / / 7 (2)

where L - power plant lifetime (35 years)
Pt - thermal power
Pe - electric power (440Mw)
77 - thermal effectiveness of the thermal to electric energy transformation (33%)

Number of the fissioned nuclei is then

N U r = E L / Q f

N u r = 4.84- 1028 nuclei (3)

where Qf is energy per one fission (190MeV), as discussed earlier.

Let's consider some long-living isotope (fission product), I29I for example. The number of
its born nuclei can be evaluated using the cumulative yield of 129I of the uranium and plutonium
fission (y*n29 =0.79- 10~2):

Nl.,1129 = NL,r YI129

Niji29 = 3 .83-10 2 6 nuclei (4)

Using the concept of the atomic mass unit u (u = 1.66056- 10'27kg) and atomic weight A1129
(Au29 = 129) the mass of such amount of iodine can be evaluated as:

W L , H 2 9 = NL,|129 • A1129 * U

WU129 = 82 kg (5)

The next natural question is: what is the volume of that mass of iodine? It will be gained as
liquid compound - iodine pentafluoride IFs at the fluoride reprocessing. It has the boiling point of
98°C, melting point of 9.6°C and density 3.75g/cmJ. Its weight and volume will be (let us notice
that this compound is not convenient for long time storage):

W| F 5 = NL.|129 • (A|129 + 5" Afr19) - U

V,F 5 = W|F5 / PlF5

V,F5=37.9dm3 (6)

The only one insoluble compound of iodine, suitable for long term storage, is the iodide of
silver Agl. Its weight and volume was evaluated as well as in the former case (p Agi = 6.1 g/cm3 ).
The result is shown in the table No.4.
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estimate we have to multiply it by 4 (the Dukovany power plant consists of four reactors of this
type) and add similar calculation for two blocks of VVER-1000 of the Temelin plant. Those will
start in 2001. Their life-times are 40 years. The result is 230 litres of Agl with weight of 1400
kilograms.

The similar calculations, considering y Tc99 = 6.14 %, were done for " T c , as seen in table
No.4.

We have described the concept of long-living fission product amount estimation.

As for isotopes with half-life time comparable with life-time of power-stations, i.e. Sr and
l37Cs for example, their radioactive decay must be considered. Let us look at the l37Cs balance of
the VVER-440 reactor which has been working smoothly with constant power for Lw = 35 years,
after additional time Lo = 20 years from its operational end. (AH Dukovany reactors started around
1985; their life-times are 35 years. The result is required to be valid for the year 2040). We must
determine the amount of l37Cs which is produced in some short time, i.e. per second for example, at
first:

no.Csl37 = y*Cs!37 - Pc / ( TJ • Qf) (7)

The equation describing the amount of isotope present in the fuel at a particular time t is

dN
~~7r ~ r i c m w ~ A.CSU7 NCSOT ( 8 )

Here Ncsi37(t) denotes the amount of l37Cs at time t, Ncsi37(0) = 0, and X csi37 = !n(2) / Tcsi37 is
decay constant of l37Cs.
The Dcsi37(t) is source:

ncs«7(t) = no,csi37 for 0 < t < U
ncs«?(t) = 0 for t > U ;

The equation No. (14) has solution

Ncs137(U+U) = nO.Cs137- [1 -exp(ACs137U)j- exp(^c»137U)/Acsi37 (9)

Hence we can evaluate a number of l37Cs nuclei. Its mass can be calculated as well as in case of
I29I. We find that one Dukovany reactor will produce

Wcs137 (Lw+Lo) = 301 kg

of that isotope till the year 2040. Considering the compound CsF with density pcSF = 4.115 g/cm3

we find the volume of such chemically bounded l37Cs:

VCSF(LW+LO) = 37.1 dm3 (10)

The same calculations must be repeated for the VVER-1000 reactors of the Temelin power
plant. The difference is that l_w=40 years and l_o=0. The amount of ^Sr can be determined in the
same way as in case of 137Cs. The results are summarised in the table No.4.
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Table 4. Mass and other properties of chosen isotopes from four WER-440 blocks of
Dukovany and two WER-1000 blocks of Temelin powerstation in the year 2040.

Element
^Sr

137Cs
129,

*Tc

Mass [kg]
1800
3600
760

4500

compound
SrF2

CsF

IF5

Agl
—

mass [kg]
2500
4100
1300
1400

—

volume [I]
590
990
350
240
—

element

137Cs
129i

"Tc

total activity
1.8x1019Bq
2.2x1019Bq
4.9 x 1012 Bq
2.8x1015Bq

Energy output
1.7x106W
1.5x105W

L 0.05 W
47 W

Knowledge of some other properties of these isotope amounts can be useful for their
description, especially their activities and energy (heat) output. These values are shown in the
second part of the table No.4. The activities were calculated not only' for the mentioned isotopes,
but also for the daughters in equilibrium. The decay transitions described in the table No.5 were
considered.

The energy (heat) output was determined as a product of isotope activity and energy of
emitted particles weighted by probability of particular transitions (the mean energy was considered
in case of the beta decays). Again, only the transitions from the table No.5 were considered

4. Accuracy Estimation

We have estimated the significant medium- and long-living fission product amounts
produced in Czech Republic power plants until 2040. Let's evaluate the accuracy of these estimates
now.

There are several sources of inaccuracy in this paper. The first one is that we take the upper
limits of the fission products amounts i.e. we considered Qf lower than the real one. This causes a
deviation of less than 3%.

The very important process which fission products undergo in the reactor is the neutron
capture. The fission product nuclei can transform themselves into some another isotopes in this
way. It is obvious that this decreases the real fission product amounts compared to the ones
calculated above. The influence of neutron capture can be easily estimated from the thermal
neutron cross-sections <r (see [4]):

o csi37 = 0.25 b
C?Sr90 = 0.014 b

^1129= 31 b
G Tc99 = 20 b
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238y + n • 239Pu (a = 2.7 b)

which converts less than 2% of uranium into plutonium. It is obvious that the neutron capture does
not influence the calculated amounts very much. Anyway, that does not argue against our ,,upper
limit" concept.

The next uncertainty is that the four Dukovany plant reactors did not start exactly at the
same time but they started in span of two years. Similarly the Temelin plant is to start in 2001 while
it was assumed in 2000 in our calculations. This in fact does not affect the results because the 1- or
2-year-delay of the start of Temelin only puts off the moment when the calculated fission product
amounts will be reached (also about 1-2 years).

Anyway, the most significant deviations of the results rise from the two facts:

• The cumulative yields uncertainties - their values often differ about more than 10% if we
compare different data sources. This is probably due to different spectra of projectile neutrons at
their measurements.

• Reactors do not work with constant power - there are significant periods of fuel loading etc.
when the power is zero for several weeks.

That is why we must consider the total error of the data shown in the table No.4 of about 10 - 20%.

Calculations of the mentioned isotope amounts produced by power-stations in Slovak
Republic are subject of [5]. The code ORIGEN-S was used for this purpose. The same problem was
later solved using the way suggested here. The results of these latter calculations were about 10 -
20% higher then those done by ORIGEN-S [6]. This proves our ideas well.

5. The Isotope Properties Determining the Storage Conditions

To have deeper understanding what are the storage problems of the above mentioned
isotopes we describe their decays in the table No.5.

Nuclei

90y

137Cs

137mBa

" T c

129,

Daughter
nuclei

90Y
9oZ r

90Z r

137mBa

137Ba
137Ba

" R u

" R u
129Xe

P- decay
%

100

99.9885

0.0115

94.4

5.6

0

99.998

0.002

100

Ti/2

28.6 y

64.1 h

30.17 y

3 m

2.13x105y

1.57x107y

Max.
energ

0.546

2.282

0.521

0.514

1.176

0.294

0.204

0.192

Mean
energ

0.196

0.157

0.415

0.085

0.057

0.041

Y-
decay

0

0

0.0115

100

Energ

0

0

1.761

0.662

Table 5. Cumulative radiation from the decays [MeV].
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Remark: Mean free path of the p - rays with the energy lOOkeV is about 13 cm in air and
0.16 mm in polyethylene.

It is quite clear that the activity and mass of isotopes with the half-life time of about 30
years will be 1024 times lower after each 300 years. This suggests a question when the U7Cs and

Sr amounts from the table No.4 will significantly decay. The law [3] contains the activity
thresholds defining the radioactive materials. These thresholds are 104 Bq for both ™Cs and ^Sr in
equilibrium with their decay products (i.e. ̂ Y together with ^Sr, l37mBa together with 137Cs). Easy
calculation shows that amounts of i21Cs and ^Sr produced in Czech Republic until 2040 (table
No.4) will decay to those activity thresholds after approximately 1500 years. Anyway it seems to
be very long time good properties of the underground disposing site can be well proved for this
period.

The decay times of I29I, wTc, and some others are very long compared to human society
periods. If we neglect the often mentioned idea of their transmutation by the neutron capture we
must consider their amounts constant in time. Although their mass unit causes hundreds of
thousands lower health damage compared to 137Cs and Sr in case of ingestion by adult human
body [2], some important questions related to them should be answered. These are especially those
concerning with possible iodine or technetium penetration, into the biosphere and consequent
influence on the mankind as well as on other living species, and the possibility of measuring of
such week P-activity which they perform. Although it seems that these long-living isotopes can be
bound by underground disposing site such questions require a detailed study based on knowledge
of geology, chemistry, biology and other sciences.

6. Conclusion

The transmutation is expected to be a way, how to decrease significantly the transuranium
elements inventory of the spent nuclear fuel. Although we cannot expect that all this amount will be
fissioned it is obvious that we can solve an important part of the task to decrease the risk connected
with them by this way.

On the other hand we must consider that the start of transmutation of the spent nuclear fuel
produced in Czech Republic till 2040 will increase the fission products amount calculated in the
table No.4 about approximately 1/4.

The reprocessing of the spent fuel is required before transmutation. The fission products are
by-products of that. This necessary separation of them enables to dispose of only them i.e. much
smaller mass and volume than in case of unreprocessed spent fuel. Considering that the price of
disposing site is not affected by disposed volume as much as by the fact that it is a deep
underground area and shaft (500-1000 meters deep) we find that decreasing of disposed volume by
reprocessing will decrease the disposing price (per 1000 MWh of produced power for example).
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